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Old Souls
Book One of a new Epic Fantasy series by
the author of the Fractured Multiverse
series.Issai has had enough. For the past
five thousand plus years, he has been
successively reborn hundreds of times with
all his previous lives memories intact, all
the while relentlessly compelled to wander
the earth in pursuit of an elusive something
he has yet to even identify. Over the
centuries, whispers of others similar to him
began to surface, and his kind became
known as Old Souls.Unable to find
answers for his seemingly endless
existence and no longer willing to play in
what he fears is just a game for the gods
amusement, Issai abandons his wanderings
and questions and settles in an isolated
town in the kingdom of Sarim, determined
to resist the strong urge to be on the move
that has dictated his entire existence.
However, he is attacked shortly by the Shi,
hunters of Old Souls that believe they can
steal their immortality by consuming parts
of an Old Soul through various
rituals.Forced to flee, Issai soon encounters
Hahri, a loud-mouthed Old Soul with the
same compulsion and inhuman speed to
rival Issais own, inadvertently triggering a
painful reaction to each other that is
aggravated by the distance between them.
When escaping Hahri proves futile and the
other offers him a hint to the mystery
behind their compulsion, Issai not only
reluctantly finds himself once again in
pursuit of the very answers he had
forsaken, but also running from a relentless
enemy whose unprecedented numbers
suggest that immortality may not be their
only goal.Scroll up and grab a copy today.
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MAP. SHOP HOURS: EVERYDAY : 10AM - 6PM. FOR INQUIRIES 23 Signs Youre An Old Soul - BuzzFeed What
does it mean to be an old soul? Some believe it implies that you are wise beyond your years and that perhaps you were
meant to exist in a different time Urban Dictionary: old soul In my years of mentoring Old Souls and helping them
through their spiritual development, here are 10 universal problems I have witnessed, and experienced. 13 Reasons
Why Old Souls Struggle To Find Love - TruthTheory 23 Signs Youre An Old Soul. Its probably past your bedtime.
Posted on May 27, 2014, at 2:59 p.m.. Lara Parker. BuzzFeed Staff. Share On facebook Share. 21 Struggles Of Being
An Old Soul Trapped In A Young Body Some people even believe an old soul is a person whom has learned from
past incarnations, or lives. They aquired certain knowledge from their past lives and OLD SOULS TATTOO
PARLOUR & GALLERY I vote, pay my taxes and look up DIY home decor tutorials on Pinterest. Im just a
30-year-old locked in a 19-year-olds body. If you personally Old Soul ? LonerWolf The reality is that if your child
does not fit the typical mold of his or her age group, you might have an Old Soul on your hands. And if you didnt fit
Young Body, Old Soul: 18 Things Every Old Soul Knows To Be True These signs may be able to reaffirm what
youve believed all along and why you feel older than you are -- youre an old soul. 7 Common Problems Old Souls
Experience - Gostica They usually have to accomplish quite a bit on their own before they find love this is because
old souls love deeply, and completely. Are You An Old Soul? Take the Test! ? LonerWolf Learn about the Old soul,
the soul age that emphasizes lessons about perspective and seeing the big picture. Read more about old souls. Images
for Old Souls What sets Old Souls apart from others is their deeper level of maturity or wisdom, and with this wisdom
comes the need to live and love 9 Signs Youre An Old Soul ? LonerWolf Old Soul: The Ultimate Guide With 20+
Essential Resources Discover the meaning behind being an Old Soul, the 5 challenges Old Souls and why they might
become extinct. What are Old Souls? In the Old Soul ? LonerWolf If youve met an old soul, then you probably feel like
youve known them for lifetimes before this one. Old souls have been here before, as another human being 10 Signs
Youre An Old Soul - Power of Positivity Old souls are easy to recognize, often by a certain look in their eyes, as it
appears as though they can see straight through you. They are also. You may feel isolated and different, but being an
old soul carries a lot of benefits, too. Otherworldly: 10 Signs Your Child Is An Old Soul The Mind Old souls out
there, you know who you are. And its likely youve known since you were quite young, when your parents told you just
how 6 Signs Youre An Old Soul Rodales Organic Life We welcome you to the OLD SOULS website and hope a tour
will give you a good idea of what we have to offer. The site will be maintained regularly to reflect 6 Intriguing Myths
About Old Souls ? LonerWolf Those undergoing the fifth and final stage of reincarnation are known as old souls. In
this stage of soul evolvement there is a search for balance and completion, 12 Reasons Why Old Souls Have Such A
Hard Time Finding Love Ever felt older than your years, or from another time? Chances are you are that wondrous
mix of experience, wisdom and youth that is the old soul. 14 Signs Youre In A Relationship With An Old Soul Awakening Old Souls: Compelling Evidence from Children Who Remember Past Lives [Tom Shroder] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. A riveting The Old Soul: A (Definitive) Guide - The Michael Teachings 12 Ways To
Tell If You Are Truly An Old Soul At Heart - LittleThings A compilation of 25 unique lessons, insights and
revelations from modern day Old Souls. Read more! 10 Universal Problems Old Souls Experience ? LonerWolf At
some point through our lives, most of us come in contact with a soul who feels very familiar to us. This feeling is
mysterious and inexplicable as we have no 25 Lessons, Insights and Revelations From Old Souls ? LonerWolf Do
you tend to feel older than what your age reflects? You may be part of a unique group of people called Old Souls. Take
our free Old Soul test! Are You an Old Soul? {Includes Test} elephant journal But being an old soul does not mean
only more evolved regardless of age. There are some problems that ancient souls deal with. Here we talk Old Souls:
Compelling Evidence from Children Who Remember An Old Soul is a person who feels much older than their age
reflects. This feeling is often accompanied by the gift of intuition, empathy, and profound existential insight. Old Souls
are also often social outsiders who feel as though they dont belong in this world, or this period of time.
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